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Multiresolution Analysis on Irregular Surface Meshes
G.P. Bonneau

LMC-CNRS

Abstract
Wavelet-based methods have proven their efficiency for the visu-
alization at different levels of detail, progressive transmission, and
compression of large data sets. The required core of all wavelet-
based methods is a hierarchy of meshes that satisfies subdivision-
connectivity: this hierarchy has to be the result of a subdivision pro-
cess starting from a base mesh. Examples include quadtree uni-
form 2Dmeshes, octree uniform 3Dmeshes, or 4-to-1 split triangu-
lar meshes. In particular, the necessity of subdivision-connectivity
prevents the application of wavelet-based methods on irregular tri-
angular meshes. In this paper a ”wavelet-like” decomposition is in-
troduced, that works on piecewise constant data sets over irregular
triangular surface meshes. The decomposition/reconstruction algo-
rithms are based on an extension of wavelet-theory allowing hier-
archical mesheswithout subdivision-connectivity property. Among
others, this approach has the following features:

it allows exact reconstruction of the data set, even for non-
regular triangulations,

it extents previous results on Haar-wavelets over 4-to-1 split
triangulations.

Keywords and Phrases: wavelets, non-regular triangulations,
compression, visualization.

1 Introduction
This paper is dedicated to the multiresolution analysis of piecewise
constant data sets defined on irregular triangular surface meshes. It
aims to give an efficient representation of such data sets, based on
decomposition and reconstruction algorithms with respect to a spe-
cific hierarchical structure.
Hierarchical structures play a crucial role since the beginning of
computer graphics. More recently multiresolution analyses based
on wavelet theory have started a new research domain closely
related to previous works on hierarchical methods for computer
graphics ([14]). Very briefly, the idea of wavelet techniques is to
code a data set as a crude approximation, followed by a sequenceof
so-called detail coefficients that measure the error between succes-
sive finer approximations (see a survey on wavelet methods in [8]).
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Wavelet methods assume that the mesh on which the data is defined
can be reachedby recursive subdivisionof a basicmesh. Thus every
wavelet-based scheme is associated to hierarchies that have a tree
structure (where every parent node is subdivided into a set of child
nodes): wavelet volume visualization ([5]) is related to octree struc-
tures, wavelet radiosity ([4]) and wavelet over triangulated domains
([10, 12, 11]) are based on quadtree structures...
On the other hand, irregular triangular meshes cannot be reached by
subdivision rules, therefore hierarchical structures that have been
developed to handle them are more complicated than trees. These
include for example hierarchicalDelaunay triangulations ([9, 3]), or
progressive meshes ([6, 7]).
This paper fills a gap between wavelet methods (on subdivision hi-
erarchies) andhierarchical structures on irregular triangular meshes,
for a special type of data set.
In section 2 a wavelet-like transform is introduced, that takes as
input a piecewise constant function on a triangulated domain, and
outputs an approximation on a simpler triangulation of the same
domain, together with a set of detail coefficients encoding the er-
ror with the input function. This decomposition reduces to a tradi-
tional Haar-wavelet transform, if the input triangulation subdivides
the output triangulation. In section 3 this decomposition is used lo-
cally togetherwith a hierarchicalDelaunay triangulation, in order to
definea global decompositionalgorithm for piecewise constant data
sets on irregular surface meshes. Two types of progressive exact
reconstructions are illustrated on examples. Finally some improve-
ments of the decomposition/reconstructionalgorithms are described
in section 4, and illustrated on ”real size” data sets (1.3M and 920K
faces).

2 The triangular wavelet-like transform
In this section we first explain why wavelet theory can’t be applied
for the multiresolution analysis of data sets on irregular surface tri-
angulations. Then we explain how to extent wavelet theory in order
to enable the analysis of piecewise constant data sets on irregular
surface triangulations.

2.1 Need for an extension of wavelet theory
There exist numerous algorithms for reducing the number of trian-
gles in a mesh - independently of the data that is defined on this
mesh. Delaunay-removal can be applied to planar or convex tri-
angular meshes, edge-collapse to general triangular meshes. If the
mesh comes from the recursive 4-split of some triangles in a base
mesh, then the obvious way to simplify it, is to replace each group
of four subtriangles by their parent triangle.
The common setting of these decimation algorithms is that a set of
triangles is replaced by a set of triangles covering the same do-

main, with , as shown in fig. 1.
If there exist data defined on the finest mesh, three main questions
arise:

How should we compute the data on the new simplified
meshes, in order to achieve good/best approximation of the
original data ?
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Figure 1: Local triangle decimation.

Where should the triangle decimation be applied, in order to
reach high compression ratio for a given error ?

Is it possible to recover exactly the original data set, from any
approximation ?

Since recent works ([10, 12]), it is well known that wavelet theory
can answer these three questions if the triangular mesh is built by
recursive 4-split. The basic fact that enables to applywavelet theory
for these specialmeshes is that finer triangulations subdividecoarser
ones.
This is obviously not the case with Delaunay-removal or edge-
collapse. Sincewe want to answer the three preceding questions for
data sets defined on irregular surface meshes, we have to cope with
the non subdivision connectivity of the meshes generated through
the decimation algorithm.
This is possible only through an extension of wavelet theory for
which the nestednessof the sequenceof approximating spaces is not
required anymore. This extension was introduced in a previous pa-
per [1] in a different context. The reader should refer to [1] for a
context-independent presentation of this extension.
In the following, we apply this extension for the analysis of piece-
wise constant data sets on irregular surface meshes.

2.2 The local decomposition and reconstruction
algorithm

First some terminology: the symbol denotes a triangle on the do-
main surface, denotes a data value (a scalar) on a triangle, de-
notes a detail coefficient. The superscript (fine) denotes quanti-
ties before the local decimation algorithm, and (coarse), after the
decimation. Bold letters denote vectors. The pair denotes the
piecewise constant function equal to on the triangles . If is
a matrix, then denotes the -th column vector of .
We focus here on the following setting: we are given a piecewise
constant function , on triangles, and a set of triangles

covering the same domain on the surface, with .

2.2.1 Analysis and synthesis formulas for irregular tri-
angulations.

The essence of our local decomposition and reconstruction algo-
rithm is the same as in wavelet theory: a function living in a fine
space (in our case the piecewise constant function on the finer
triangulation) is decomposed in a coarser approximating function
(piecewise constant on the coarser triangulation) and error functions
(piecewise constant on the finer triangulation). These error func-
tions have two properties: they can be used to recover exactly the
original data, and their norm is a measure of the error between the
input function and the approximation.

Intuitively, we have to define one smoothing operator, that maps the
input function on its approximation, and oneerror operator, that cap-
tures the difference between the input function and its approxima-
tion. These two operators are defined by two rectangular matrices
and of size and respectively:

(1)
(2)

The smoothing operator (1) computes the coarser coefficients
from the finer coefficients , and the error operator (2) computes
the detail coefficients . The actual computation of the so-called
analysis matrices and is detailed in the next section.

In order to keep a constant memory size for the data values, the
original coefficients are cleared from memory after the decima-
tion, and replaced by the coarse and detail coefficients and . Of
course, the sum of the sizes of and equals the size of .
Since is cleared from memory, the decomposition formulas (1)
and (2) have to be invertible, in order to be able to recover the orig-
inal data values. This is the purpose of the reconstruction formula:

(3)

The so-called synthesismatrices and are of sizes and
respectively. Intuitively, the operator is the inverseof the

smoothing operator : acts as a subdivision operator, although
subdivision is not possible if the triangular domains are non-nested.
The operator adds the details to the oversampled data , in
order to recover the original data . The matrices and can be
computed from and by:

To be more precise about the properties of our decomposition, let
us rewrite the reconstruction formula (3) with a functional point-of-
view instead of a coefficient point-of-view:

(4)

The next remarks can be madeon (4), dependingonwhether the fine
triangulation is a subdivision of the coarser one or not:

In any case, (4) is an orthogonal decomposition, and
is always the best approximation of both and

.

If is a subdivision of , then , and
(4) canbe interpreted as aHaar-wavelet decomposition. In this
case, the functions are the orthonormal Haar
wavelet functions.

On the other hand, if is not a subdivision of , then the
function can be interpreted as an intermediate ap-
proximation between the finer one and the coarser
one . This intermediate function acts as a link be-
tween two functional spaces that are not nested. And the detail
coefficients measure the error between this link and the finer
approximation.

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate our local decomposition on two examples.
In both figures, the top part shows from left to right, the finer func-
tion , the intermediate function , and the final
coarser function . The bottom part shows the detail coef-
ficients times the wavelet functions: .
Fig. 2 shows the local decomposition on a 4-to-1 split example.
This leads to a traditional Haar wavelet decomposition. Note in
this case that the intermediate function (top-middle),
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although defined over a finer mesh, equals the coarser function
(top-right).

In fig. 3, the block results from the removal of one interior vertex.
Therefore, two detail coefficients are computed (bottom part).

Figure 2: Local decomposition by 4-to-1 split: finer, intermediate
and coarser approximations on top, detail coefficients times wavelet
functions on bottom. In this case, the coarse and fine triangular
domains are nested, and therefore, the intermediate approximation
equals the coarser approximation. The relative high magnitudes of
the detail coefficients (bottom part) show the big error between
the fine and coarse approximations.

Figure 3: Local decomposition by Delaunay-removal: finer, inter-
mediate and coarser approximationson top, detail coefficients times
wavelet functions on bottom. Since the triangular domains are non-
nested, the intermediate approximation differs from the coarse ap-
proximation. The relative low magnitude of the detail coefficients
(bottom part) show the small error between the fine and coarse
approximations.

Before going further with the computation of the analysis and syn-
thesis matrices, we insist on two important features of our local de-
composition and reconstruction:

It can be used for every two sets of triangles , covering
the same surface domain.

It leads to a Haarwavelet decomposition if is a subdivision
of .

2.2.2 Computation of the analysis and synthesis matri-
ces.

Computation of .
The analysis matrix in (1) has to be chosen so that is
the best approximation of . This leads to the following
usual choice in wavelet theory: must be the matrix of the scalar

products between the dual coarser scaling functions and the primal
finer scaling functions. (see for ex. chap. 7.4.1. in [14] for the def-
inition of primal and dual basis functions). In our case, the dual
coarser scaling functions equal area on the triangle and van-
ish elsewhere. This implies the following analysismatrix :

area
area

contains the relative areas of the intersections between fine and
coarse triangles (seefig. 4). Therefore the value on a coarse triangle
is the mean of the values on the fine triangles it intersects, weighted
by the area of the intersection with each of such triangles. In the
planar case, one careful way to compute is to use barycentric co-
ordinates with respect to the vertices of , before computing the
intersections. That way, all coordinates of the intersections lie be-
tween and , and no division has to be done to compute the relative
area.

Figure 4: Computation of : intersections between finer and
coarser triangles.

Computation of .
To ensure the orthogonality in the decomposition (3), the functions

must be orthogonal to , for all pairs , with
respect to the functional scalar product. In other words, the col-
umn vectors of must be orthogonal to the column vectors of ,
for the following scalar product:

area

It can be easily shown that this is equivalent to the lines of being
orthogonal to the lines of for the following scalar product:

area
(5)

This leads to an underdetermined homogeneous linear system of
equations. To solve it uniquely, we fix a sub-
matrix of to the identity, and we inverse the resulting linear sys-
tem. This yields a first choice for the lines of . In a second step,
we perform a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process (see [15],
Chap. 5.2) on the lines of , with respect to the scalar product (5),
in order to get orthonormal basis functions. Gram-schmidt orthog-
onalization process is known to be numerically instable for big ma-
trices, but our matrices are always of small dimension (the dimen-
sion of our matrices is bounded by the degree of the removed ver-
tex). Moreover orthonormality is crucial to ensure the stability of
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the algorithms: since the coarsest coefficients can result from mil-
lions of analysis matrices multiplications of the finest coefficients
for big data sets, using non-orthonormal analysis matrices leads to
instable algorithms.

To sum up, the computation of the analysis matrices and re-
quires the following steps:

computation of the intersections between coarse and fine tri-
angles,

computation of the relative areas
area
area ,

inversion of a matrix,

multiplication by a matrix,

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process on a matrix.

3 Basic hierarchical decomposition
As previously stated, the local decompositiondescribed in section 2
can be applied togetherwith various triangle decimation algorithms.
In this section we apply this local decomposition together with a hi-
erarchical structure used in several previous works: the hierarchical
Delaunay triangulation.
We begin by some background on hierarchical Delaunay triangula-
tion and give the reasons for this choice. Then we show two series
of examples that aim to test the stability of our method, as well as
the validity of our choice for the wavelet components.

3.1 Hierarchical Delaunay triangulation.
Hierarchical Delaunay triangulations were heavily used in previous
works, especially in the field of computational geometry. Theywere
introduced in 1983 by Kirkpatrick [9] in the purpose of point loca-
tion algorithms. They were later successfully applied in the field of
terrain modeling ([3]).

Starting from a surface triangulation, the construction of the hierar-
chy can be sketched as follows:

While (# selected vertices )

select a set of at least independent (non-adjacent) vertices
with degree less than (where is the current number of ver-
tices, and and are constants: and were used
in Kirkpatrick’s paper),

remove each of the selected vertex and their adjacent edges
creation of blocks,

retriangulate the blocks according to a Delaunay criterion,

update the links between the levels.

Fig. 5 illustrates one step on the construction on a planar exam-
ple: empty circles on the left denote vertices that are selected for
removal. The right part shows the result after retriangulation.

Kirkpatrick proved that the hierarchy can be built in linear time, and
has a logarithmic depth.
This algorithm was introduced for planar triangulations, but can be
applied on more general surface geodesic triangulations, with the

Figure 5: One step of the construction of the hierarchy: (a) indepen-
dent vertices selection, (b) retriangulation.

assumption that star-shaped polygons on the surface can be trian-
gulated. This is in particular the case for all convex surfaces. We
will show planar and spherical triangulations. Our current imple-
mentation is based on a greedy algorithm in a first step, followed by
a local swap of the diagonals in eachquadrilateral, in order to ensure
the convexity of the triangulation for spherical triangulations, or an
empty circle property for planar triangulations.

This algorithm can be implemented with several data structures.
Depending on the data structure, the links can join either faces, ver-
tices or blocks between different levels. Fig. 6 shows an example
of such a hierarchy. The original and simplified triangulations are
shown on the left. Empty circles point to vertices that are removed
to reach the next level. The middle part shows the correspond-
ing hierarchies over the faces. Black circles denote triangles, and
links join triangles that have non-empty intersections. Rounded-
rectangles group triangles belonging to the same block. The right
part of fig. 6 shows these blocks, and the links between intersect-
ing blocks. Each block has two triangulations: triangles before the
vertex removal (drawn solid) are called child triangles of the block,
and triangles after the vertex removal (in dashed) are called parent
triangles.

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Level 0

Figure 6: Hierarchical Delaunay triangulation

The main reasons for the choice of hierarchical Delaunay triangu-
lations are the simplicity of their construction, and the linear time
required for this construction. Furthermore, the analysis of the data
set can be done simultaneously with the construction of the hierar-
chy as follows:

While (# selected vertices )

select a set of at least independent (non-adjacent) vertices
with degree less than ,
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remove each of the selected vertex and their adjacent edges
creation of blocks,

retriangulate the blocks according to a Delaunay criterion,

apply analysis formulas (1) and (2) for each block, in order
to compute the face values on the new triangles, and the
wavelet coefficients for each block,

update the links between the levels.

Since only one vertex is removed in each block, the number of
wavelet coefficients generated in each block equals two (difference
between the number of parent and child triangles in each block).
Moreover, these two wavelet coefficients can be assigned to the re-
moved vertex. This last feature will be useful in section 4, in order
to improve the approximations.

After the whole analysis of the data set, each removed vertex has
been assigned two wavelet coefficients, and the resulting data set is
the coarsest approximation of the original one.

3.2 Level & threshold reconstructions
Once the hierarchy is constructed, and the wavelet coefficients for
each block are computed, then two different kinds of partial recon-
struction may be performed.

Level reconstruction
Level reconstructions result from the application of the reconstruc-
tion formula (4) on each block of the hierarchy, starting at the root
level, and going down to the desired final level of reconstruction.
Level reconstructions do not need the knowledge of the links be-
tween blocks. The only required information is the list of blocks,
ordered from the root level to the finest level.

Threshold reconstruction
The insertion of one wavelet coefficient in the approximation im-
plies obviously the insertion of the vertices of the block from which
that wavelet coefficient has been generated. But it requires also the
insertion of the blocks in the upper levels of the hierarchy, which
have a link (e.g. a non-empty intersection) with that block. The
necessity of including triangles that lie outside the support of the
wavelet is not a consequence of using hierarchical Delaunay tri-
angulations. In fact, the same result holds for 4-to-1 split triangu-
lations. Fig. 7 illustrates this necessity. The top part shows the
hierarchies. The solid rounded-rectangle denotes the block from
which a wavelet coefficient has to be inserted. The dashed rounded-
rectangles show the blocks that have to be inserted becauseof the hi-
erarchy, in order to avoid hanging nodes. The bottom part of fig. 7
shows the corresponding triangulation: Solid triangles are the ones
which triangulate the support of the wavelet. Dashed triangles are
required in order to avoid hanging nodes.

Therefore we see that the partial reconstruction of the data set, using
wavelet coefficients greater than a given threshold can be performed
with the following steps:

select the minimal sub-hierarchy that contains the wavelet co-
efficients greater than the given threshold

insert the blocks in the sub-hierarchy, starting from the root
level, andgoing down to thefinest level of the selectedwavelet
functions.

Figure 7: Including awavelet coefficient: triangles lying outside the
wavelet support are required.

3.3 Numerical results

In this section we show some numerical examples of analy-
sis/reconstruction on a data set that was specifically constructed to
test the stability of the algorithms. We have chosen a strongly ir-
regular planar triangulation, and have mapped a non-smooth image
on that triangulation: the triangulation was generated by Delaunay-
inserting random points in a square domain, and the data value on
each triangle equals the mean value of an image generated from
the ETOPO5 data set from the National Oceanographic and Atmo-
sphericAdministration 1, showing the elevation (depth) of the earth.

The data set consists of 50002 faces. The resulting hierarchy has
32 levels. Fig. 8 shows the logarithmic plot of the number of tri-
angles versus level index. As expected, the curve is linear, illustrat-
ing the results of Kirkpatrick ([9]). Fig. 9 shows the relative -
error versus number of triangles for the two partial reconstructions
described in section 2.2. The approximations are clearly better by
threshold reconstruction than by level reconstructions, thus illustrat-
ing the validity of our choice for the wavelet coefficients. The effect
of choosing the biggestwavelet coefficients is also illustrated onfig.
10: two snapshots were taken, with almost the same number of tri-
angles. The top part shows the reconstruction at level 21, consist-
ing of 2326 triangles (top left=data set, top right=triangulation). The
bottom part shows a threshold reconstruction consisting of 2388 tri-
angles (bottom left=data set, bottom right=triangulation). Note how
the selection of the biggest wavelet coefficients affects the triangu-
lation, adding more triangles in discontinuous areas of the data set.

4 Improving the approximations
In this sectionwe investigate two waysof improving the approxima-
tions resulting from the decomposition/reconstruction algorithms
described in section 3. The first idea is to set some constraints dur-
ing the construction of the pyramidal structure, in order to preserve
important features of the data. And the second idea is to use the
wavelet coefficients to construct a second pyramid that gives bet-
ter approximations than the initial one. These ideas are illustrated
on ”real size” spherical data sets at the end of this section.

1Availablevia anonymousftp atftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/Solid Earth/Top
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Figure 8: level vs #triangles.
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Figure 9: Relative -error vs. number of triangles. ’o’: level re-
construction, ’+’: threshold reconstruction.

4.1 Preserving important features

Using the -norm as a distance error may sometimes result in the
lost of important features in the data set, even for an approxima-
tion very close to the original data. Think of the coastline in an el-
evation/depth data set for the earth: if the coast is sharp it will be
preserved in a close -approximation, but if it is smooth (between
England and France for example), it will be moved, or it can even
disappear.
A simple yet efficient way to preserve such important features is to
mark vertices, in order to forbid their removal during the construc-
tion of the hierarchal structure. We have done this for the earth el-
evation/depth data set (see fig. 11): all vertices along the coastlines
at the finest level have been preserved during the analysis. This im-
plies that all wavelet functions have a support that doesn’t intersect
the coastlines. Therefore, reconstruction with any threshold exactly
reproduces the data set along the coastlines.
This approachis quite different from the one describedin [13]: since
their wavelet supports, defined on subdivisionmeshes, can intersect
the coastlines, they have to check all such wavelet functions, and to
require the insertion of all corresponding detail coefficients.
Ourmethod hasbeenusedalso in order to handle the data set in color
plate 2: as explained in detail in section 4.3, this data set is defined
on a restricted spherical domain. We were able to handle this data
set by forbidding the removal of all vertices outside, and along the
domain of the data set.

Figure 10: Top=level 21 reconstruction, 2326 triangles (left=data
set, right=triangulation), Bottom=threshold reconstruction, 2388
triangles (left=data set, right=triangulation).

Figure 11: A coarse reconstruction (120000 faces out of 1.3M), with
(left) and without (right) preservation of the coastlines. Although
the error is smaller without preservation of the coastlines, the result
is clearly not acceptable for this data set.

4.2 Optimizing the hierarchical structure
We already have pointed out in section 3.2 that the insertion of one
wavelet coefficient implies the insertion of triangles that lie outside
the support of the wavelet, in order to avoid hanging nodes. These
unwanted triangles are in the upper (coarser) levels of the hierarchy,
and belong to blocks that have a non-empty intersection with the
wavelet support. Therefore the ideal hierarchical structure would
have biggest wavelet coefficients in the upper (coarser) levels of the
hierarchy, and smallest coefficients in the lower (finer) levels. Such
a hierarchical structure would give optimal results, in the sense that
the insertion of wavelet coefficients in decreasing order of magni-
tude would not require the insertion of unwanted triangles. How-
ever, constructing such an optimal hierarchywould be computation-
ally too expensive. In order to still improve the approximations for
a reasonable computational cost, we have done the following:

compute the two wavelet coefficients for each vertex as ex-
plained in section 3,

sort the list of removed vertices according to the sum of their
squared wavelet coefficients (lowest first, biggest last),

construct a new sequenceof approximations from the original
data, and removing each vertex in the order given by the previ-
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ous step. Thereby two new wavelet coefficients are computed
for each removed vertex.

This preprocess requires two full analysis of the data set instead of
one, as well as sorting the list of vertices. On the other hand, the
resulting improved sequence of approximations is easier to recon-
struct: the vertices are inserted one after another together with their
wavelet coefficients, regardless of the norm of these wavelet coef-
ficients. No hierarchy has to be traversed in order to avoid hanging
nodes.

Fig. 12 compares the threshold reconstruction in the numerical ex-
ample of section 3.3 with the new sequenceof approximations. Fig.
13 shows the resulting new approximation with the same number of
triangles as in fig. 10. Note the improved concentration of the ver-
tices in discontinuous areas of the data set.
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Figure 12: Relative error vs. number of triangles: ’+’=thresh-
old reconstruction with non-optimized pyramid, ’x’=reconstruction
with improved sequence of approximations (see 4.2)

Figure 13: reconstruction with improved sequence of approxima-
tions (see 4.2), 2388 triangles (left=data set, right=triangulation).

4.3 Results

Implementation issues

In the analysis of space and time requirements of our algorithms,
it is important to distinguish the geometrical part from the numer-
ical part: the geometrical part includes computing and storing the
Delaunay hierarchy of meshes, whereas the numerical part involves
computing and storing the coarse and detail coefficients.

As stated in section 3.1, the geometrical part has been extensively
worked in others papers. [2] for ex. describes a data structure that
is basedon blocks, as defined in section3.1. The size of all proposed
data structures is proportional to the number of vertices, with a big-
ger constant if the adjacencies are stored. The computation time for
the construction of the hierarchy (without analysis of the data) is
also proportional to the number of vertices. The highest cost oper-
ation is the local retriangulation of the blocks. Our current imple-
mentation, which is not optimized, works at about 3000 vertices per
second on a SGI Octane 175Mhz R10000.

The numerical part of our algorithm requires the storage of the
coarse and detail coefficients. As explained in section 2.2.1, this
can be done with a constant memory size, since these coefficients
replace the fine coefficients at each local analysis. The analysis and
synthesismatrices are not stored in memory. The computation time
for the numerical part is mainly due to the evaluationof the intersec-
tions between the coarse and fine triangles. Again this has not been
optimized in our current code, and it works at about 4000 vertices
per second on a SGI Octane 175Mhz R10000.

Examples

Color plate 1 illustrates sections 4.1 and 4.2 on a spherical data set
consisting of 1.3M faces. The original data set is defined on a reg-
ular triangulation (4-to-1 split with 8 levels of subdivision starting
on a icosahedron). The data value on each face equals the mean
value of the ETOPO5 data set (which consists of 2160 x 4320 sam-
ples on a uniform grid). A first full analysis has been performed on
the data set, with preservation of the coastlines, as explained in sec-
tion 4.1. (a), (b) and (c) show three snapshots taken during this first
analysis. (c) shows the coarsest level: no more vertices can be re-
moved, the only remaining vertices are those along the coastlines,
and those with degree greater than 11. Although the faces are ren-
dered as planar, all computations are done with true spherical tri-
angles (in particular areas and intersection computations). The ver-
tices were sorted according to the wavelet coefficients, and a second
full analysiswas performed, as explained in section 4.2. (d), (e) and
(f) show three snapshots taken during the reconstruction.

Color plate 2 shows the gravity anomaly on the earth. The
gravity anomaly is the difference between the actual grav-
ity, and the ideal gravity for a perfect ellipsoidal surface.
The data set comes from satellite measurements. For techni-
cal reasons, it is restricted to the water surface on the earth,
and between and degrees of latitude. More infor-
mation on this data set, as well as the data itself are available at
http://topex.ucsd.edu/marine grav/mar grav.html.
The original data consists of short numbers. Even
numbers signify no measurement available while odd numbers
contains the gravity anomaly .
Our method based on irregular grids can handle such complicated
domains. Starting with the same regular grid as for color plate 1,
we haveused the method described in section 3.1 in order to remove
almost all vertices on the continents and below or above
degrees of latitude. Of course we did not store the hierarchy for this
initial sequenceof vertex removals. The resulting irregular triangu-
lar mesh consists of 920250 triangles, with small triangles covering
exactly the data domain, and some few big triangles covering the
areas where no data is available. Our algorithm has been applied
on this initial triangulation, using the method described in section
4.1 in order to preserve the domain boundaries (i.e. coastlines and

parallels). (a), (b), (c) and (d) show three snapshots
taken during the reconstruction with the optimized pyramid. Deep
blue indicates low gravity values, while red indicates high gravity
values. (e), (f), (g) and (h) are close-up views above the pacific
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ocean, where the gravity anomaly is especially irregular ((e) and (h)
show the edges of the triangulation in light blue).

5 Conclusion
We have introduced algorithms for decomposingand reconstructing
piecewise constant functions definedon irregular triangular meshes.
Our algorithms combine hierarchical Delaunay triangulation with
a wavelet-like decomposition in order to build a multiresolution
model of the data set. Our local decomposition generalizes Haar-
wavelets for non-nested triangulations, and is therefore especially
adapted for the analysis of big and irregular data sets. Future work
will address the generalization to higher order wavelets, in order to
handle smoother data sets.
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